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We show the use of 5′-Acrydite oligonucleotides to copolymerize single-cell DNA or RNA into balls of acrylamide
gel (BAGs). Combining this step with split-and-pool techniques for creating barcodes yields a method with advantages
in cost and scalability, depth of coverage, ease of operation, minimal cross-contamination, and efficient use of samples.
We perform DNA copy number profiling on mixtures of cell lines, nuclei from frozen prostate tumors, and biopsy washes.
As applied to RNA, the method has high capture efficiency of transcripts and sufficient consistency to clearly distinguish
the expression patterns of cell lines and individual nuclei from neurons dissected from the mouse brain. By using varietal
tags (UMIs) to achieve sequence error correction, we show extremely low levels of cross-contamination by tracking source-
specific SNVs. The method is readily modifiable, and we will discuss its adaptability and diverse applications.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Single-cell analyses are increasingly used for understanding the
patterns of gene expression and genomic variation in complex
populations of cells and tissues (Navin et al. 2011; Patel et al.
2014; Tirosh et al. 2016; Villani et al. 2017). Many droplet-based
technologies have emerged as high-throughput ways to study
DNA (Lan et al. 2017; Pellegrino et al. 2018) or RNA (Klein et al.
2015; Macosko et al. 2015) of single cells. However, thesemethods
often lack the breadth of coverage (see Supplemental Text; Ding
et al. 2019). Droplet merging and breakage give rise to cross-
contamination. Moreover, some droplet-based methods suffer
from inefficient use of samples. Therefore they are not the ideal
choice for analyzing rare and valuable samples, such as cells from
biopsy washes or cells microdissected from tissue samples. To ad-
dress these and other needs, we developed and describe here a
method thathas advantages in coverage, quantitation, the efficient
use of samples, sequence accuracy, and flexibility without sacrific-
ing scalability. The set-up requires only inexpensive standard
equipment and reagents, and the cost of preparing single-cell li-
braries is negligible compared with sequencing.
The central concept in this protocol has broad applicability.
The underlying principle is the encapsulation of single cells or sin-
gle nuclei in aqueous droplets containing acrylamidemonomer in
an oil emulsion, followed by conversion of each droplet into a ball
of acrylamide gel (BAG) by polymerization. Primers containing
5′-Acrydite copolymerize with the acrylamide. Through annealing
and extension, the information content of the cell is captured as
nucleic acids covalently bound to the polyacrylamide matrix.
After removing the oil, eachBAGserves as an independent reaction
vessel, accessible by diffusion in an aqueous environment to poly-
merases and other reagents. BAGs are then individually barcoded
by split-and-poolmethods, first used during the productionof pep-
tide libraries (Fodor et al. 1991), then used as a method to encode
beads (Ohlmeyer et al. 1993), and finally for single-cell analysis
(Cusanovich et al. 2015; Rosenberg et al. 2018). Our method has
great flexibility. By varying designs of primers, enzymes, and con-
ditions, the BAGs can be used as sources for libraries for single-
cell DNA or RNA, or possibly even proteins. In this report, we
show and characterize the applications for single-cell DNA copy
number and RNA profiling from simple and complex mixed
populations.
Results
Converting single cells into BAG libraries
Figure 1 illustrates our protocol, which we outline here. First, we
create a suspended aqueous droplet in oil containing single-cell
contents and reagents and then convert that droplet into a poly-
acrylamide bead. By using 5′-Acrydite primers, some of the con-
tents of single cells become linked to the bead matrix. To
achieve this, we use a single-cell DroNc device (Habib et al.
2017), with one stream (aqueous phase 1) carrying the single cells
or nuclei and another stream (aqueous phase 2) carrying reagents,
combining both as an aqueous droplet in oil. Aqueous phase 2
contains acrylamide monomers, bis-acrylamide cross-linker,
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ammoniumpersulfate, 5′-Acrydite capture primers, and detergents
in a buffer. For single-cell DNA analysis, we also include Proteinase
K in aqueous phase 2. For RNA analysis, we include RNase inhibi-
tor and omit Proteinase K. The oil phase contains TEMED, an accel-
erator of polymerization. During incubation in oil, the aqueous
droplet forms a gel ball with the Acrydite primer covalently incor-
porated into the matrix.
For DNA, we use 5′-Acrydite primers made of essentially
random Ts and Gs. We tested other primers, including Alu repeat
sequence and random N primers, but these T and G primers per-
formed best (Supplemental Fig. S1). We melt and cool to allow
annealing to the 5′-Acrydite primers. For RNA, the Acrydite prim-
ers are poly(T) (see Methods; Fig. 1). We remove the oil, and the
BAGs are subsequently processed in the aqueous phase.
Annealing to primers is essential, as without linkage to thematrix,
all nucleic acids leak out of the bead.
After removal from the oil, each BAG functions as a reaction
vessel, with the nucleic acid tethered to the bead matrix. Once in
the aqueous phase, we extend the primers on the captured tem-
plates, and thereby link copies of templates to the bead matrix.
In subsequent steps, including split-and-pool, we add varietal
tags (unique molecular identifiers) (Kivioja et al. 2012; Hicks
et al. 2016) and BAG barcodes, but the method details differ if
the initial template is DNA or RNA.
If the template is DNA, wemake the second strand in the pool
stage and cleave with a restriction endonuclease tomake an adapt-
able end. In the first split, we use the cleavage site to add a varietal
tag and the first split barcode. We pool the BAGs and redistribute
them into wells for the second split, during which the second
split barcode is added by PCR. We pool the PCR product from
the second split and amplify using modified Illumina sequencing
adapters to make the final sequencing library (for details, see
Supplemental Method S1).
If the template is RNA, copying takes place in the first split
yielding a DNA–RNA hybrid, and by using a “template switch
oligo,” the DNA strand acquires a varietal tag and first-split bar-
code. The second split can be performed as with DNA (see
Methods), or additional cycles of split can be performed through
a denaturation–hybridization–extension procedure and the final
split is performed by PCR (see Supplemental Method S2). After
pooling the PCR product, tagmentation followed by PCR is used
to make the final sequencing library.
For DNA or RNA, sequencing libraries are prepared from
pooled BAGs. The combination of first and second split barcodes
gives almost all BAGs a unique bead barcode. We partition all
the reads by this barcode. We then tally the captured templates
with a given barcode by counting the nearly unique combination
of varietal tag and captured sequence.
Not all detected barcodes derive from BAGs with single-cell
contents. To determine which barcodes correspond to BAGs with
cells, we only use barcodes with high read count. To do this, we
plot a cumulative sumof the barcode counts, ordered by theirmag-
nitude.We typically observe a sharp inflection point, as illustrated
in Supplemental Figure S2, and use the barcodes to the left of the
inflection point.
In general, we observe efficient use of input cells (see
Methods). Upon loading into the microfluidic device anywhere
from 0.3 to 1 mL, we can recover up to 85% of cells in the final li-
brary. Someof the input fluid is retained by the device, so yields are
higher for larger input volume.
Figure 1. Schematic of single-cell DNA or RNA BAG-seq workflow. The star between first split and second split indicating the place where more cycles of
split-and-pool can be added.
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Copy number profiles from mixed populations
As a demonstration of our method, we applied it to mixtures of
four cell sources: three breast tumor cell lines (SK-BR-3, MCF-7,
and BT-20) and one normal cell strain (SKN1). We computed the
copy number profiles of each BAG using empirically normalized
bins (see Methods). We display the results in Figure 2, A and B,
at a resolution 20,000 bins or ∼150 kbp per bin. After hierarchical
clustering, we observe four clusters (Fig. 2A). One representative of
each cluster is displayed as a conventional copy number profile in
Figure 2B. Supplemental Figure S3 shows profiles from two BAGs
with the SK-BR-3 pattern, illustrating the consistency of the
method.
Themethodworks onnuclei isolated from frozen tumor biop-
sies, and we illustrate this using previously published clinical ma-
terial (Alexander et al. 2018). Figure 2C shows the pathology image
of a region from a prostate with a Gleason 9 lesion, assessed by pa-
thologists as 60% cancer. The BAGprofiles from that region are dis-
played in a hierarchical cluster (Supplemental Fig. S4A). There are
two clusters, onewith 26 “normal” profiles and onewith 39 tumor
profiles. Figure 2,D through F, shows the representative copynum-
ber profiles from each clone of this regionusing BAG technology at
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Figure 2. Copy number variation analysis of single-nucleus DNA (snDNA) BAG in cell lines and frozen prostate tumor. (A) Hierarchical clustering of four
cell types SKN1, SK-BR-3, MCF-7, and BT-20 at a resolution of 20,000 bins (150 kbp per bin). Red indicates amplification, whereas blue indicates deletion.
(B) The 20,000-bin copy number profiles from each of the four clusters in A. (C ) Pathology image showing the region of Gleason 9 prostate cancer, which
was estimated by pathologist as 60% tumor. Scale bar, 100 µm. (D–F ) Representative snDNA BAG copy number profiles from this region: (D) a represen-
tative normal copy number profile; (E) a representative diploid tumor profile; and (F ) a representative tetraploid tumor profile. (G) Hierarchical clustering of
this region by combining data from both the BAG method and 96-well WGA method.
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a resolution of 5000 bins (Supplemental Data S1, S2).
Supplemental Figure S4B compares three BAG profiles with three
single-nucleus profiles obtained from an earlier published whole
genome amplification (WGA) method in 96-well plates. We com-
bined profiles from our current (BAG) and previous (WGA) meth-
ods and display the hierarchical clustering in Figure 2G. The
individual profiles obtained by the two methods are largely
indistinguishable.
To illustrate that the method works with small amounts of
precious sample, we also studied two biopsy wash samples from
one patient. One sample was defined by the pathologist as benign
(Fig. 3A; Supplemental Data S3, S4), and the other region was
Gleason 6 cancer (Fig. 3B; Supplemental Data S5, S6). We exam-
ined 75 nuclei from the biopsy wash of this benign region, all
normal profiles, and 269 nuclei from the Gleason 6 region.
Hierarchical clustering trees from these two biopsy wash samples
are shown in Figure 3, C and D. From the Gleason 6 region, we de-
tected onemajor tumor clone as 35%of the cells, and among them
possibly aminor clone (seven nuclei) that possesses all the features
of the major clone but also has additional unique features
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Figure 3. CNV study of prostate tumor biopsy wash samples from a benign region and a Gleason 6 cancer region. (A) A 20× magnification pathology
image of a benign region of the prostate. (B) Pathology image of a Gleason 6 cancer region from the same patient at the same resolution. (C) Hierarchical
clustering of biopsy wash sample from the benign region. (D) Hierarchical clustering of biopsy wash sample from the Gleason 6 region showing a normal
clone and two tumor clones based on CNV patterns. Red arrows indicate themajor (clone 1) andminor (clone 2) tumor clones. (E) A representative normal
single-nucleus copy number profile from the biopsy wash of this benign region. (F ) Representative single-nucleus copy number profiles from one normal
clone and two tumor clones from the biopsy wash of the Gleason 6 cancer region.
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(Fig. 3D). Representative copy number profiles of these two sam-
ples are shown in Figure 3, E and F.
Statistics of coverage
To measure the coverage of the method, we used SKN1, a diploid
cell strain prepared from a healthy donor. The BAGs had 96×96
possible barcodes. We obtained 342 million read pairs, of which
84% were mapped to 88 BAGs with the largest counts (Supple-
mental Fig. S2A). From these 88, we characterized each BAG with
respect to the numbers of read pairs, mapped reads pairs, uniquely
tagged templates, and reads per template. We also characterize the
total genome coverage per BAG. The data are found in Supplemen-
tal Table S1.
We sequenced about 300 million read pairs from the library
made from 88 cells. We determined that 53% of paired-end reads
could be properly mapped to the genome, meaning that both
ends mapped within 2 kb apart had the proper orientation to
each other, and Read 2 had the expected restriction endonuclease
site. Because each template is captured as a single strand, with the
NlaIII cleavage site marking the 3′ end, we could determine that
38.8% of the genome is captured from the plus strand, 38.9% cap-
tured from the minus strand, and 15.7% from both strands. In to-
tal, uniquely mapped reads cover a total of 60% of the human
genome, with 40% of the genome mapping to at least two BAGs
(Supplemental Fig. S5A).
We obtained a median number of 1.3 million reads per BAG,
and a median absolute deviation (MAD) of 0.5 million. We have a
multiplicity of about 3.5 reads per uniquely tagged template, yield-
ing on average 492,490 unique templates. The median BAG bar-
code covered ∼1.6% of the genome. These statistics are a
function of read depth, so we sampled from 10% to 100% of reads
and recomputed them. Supplemental Figure S5A shows total ge-
nome coverage, as well as the proportion of the genome seen in
at least two BAGs as a function of reads sampled. Supplemental
Figure S5B shows the shape of coverage for each of the 88 BAGs
on downsampling, normalized to total counts at 100%. The 88
curves are very similar, as shown by the small error bars at each
downsampling position, and indicate the limiting return of addi-
tional sequence.
Sequence error correction
Single-cell genome sequencing has been used for variant analysis
(Wang et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2012; Zong et al. 2012). To use our
method in this fashion requires an understanding of its sequence
error rate. To measure error, we examined the single-cell sequence
data from SKN1 for differences to the donor genome obtained
from his blood DNA. We restricted analysis to those regions of
the genome where the donor was well covered and homozygous
to the human reference, and we sought variant sequence in the in-
dividual reads of the BAG libraries that were not reference bases.
We then determined if the variant sequence was seen in multiple
reads from the same template and in more than one BAG.We also
examined the trinucleotide sequence context and the variant base.
Figure 4A summarizes error rates in single and multiple reads
per uniquely tagged template. There are 64 trinucleotide contexts
with three possible variants for the central nucleotide.Without er-
ror correction, some nucleotide contexts have low error (A or T to
G, below 10−4) and others high (G to C, about 10−3). Using only
multiple reads for a template, and then onlywhen they are concor-
dant, reduces some error rates on the order of 10-fold (e.g., A or T to
C) (Fig. 4A). Some nucleotide contexts are not corrected by multi-
ple reads in consensus (e.g., G to C, and C to G). We assume that if
an error is not corrected by the concordance method, the error is
due largely to initial template damage, for example, from depuri-
nation or deamination. Moreover, we observed that the error rate
is lowered by reducing polymerization time or decreasing polymer-
ization temperature. We infer this low-frequency damage may be
induced by heat or the chemicals needed for polymerization, in
A B
Figure 4. Sequence error correction (ec) and analysis of cross-contamination using error-corrected SNVs. (A) Comparison of error rates between random
sampling and ec in trinucleotide context. The number in each box indicates the error rate and is colored by its intensity. Themiddle base in the trinucleotide
context is the “source” base, and the single base on top of each column is the “destination” base. For each “destination” base, the first column corresponds
to random sampling method, and the second column corresponds to the ec method. (B) Minority SNV ratios of SK-BR-3 nuclei and SKN1 nuclei from the
four-nuclei mixing experiment using the ec method showing very low contaminations between BAGs.
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particular the presence of persulfate, as has been previously noted
(Wang et al. 2017).
One can further lower background errors to a large extent
by demanding to see a variant as concordant in at least two
BAGs. For applications such as studying cell lineage based on var-
iants, one would require mutations shared by at least two cells. In
Supplemental Table S2, we note the incidence of variant reads oc-
curring at all homozygous reference positions on all chromo-
somes, the positions of which are seen in at least two BAGs and
in each BAG with concordance. We note that if we restrict to var-
iants appearing in at least two BAGs, then such variants occur with
a frequency of 10−5 to 10−6.
Let us call a variant that appears in two BAGs, in each with
concordance, a “candidate” variant. We have thus put an impres-
sive upper boundon the error rate for candidate variants. But this is
not a least upper bound, because some of these variants might ac-
tually be somatic variation between these fibroblast cells and the
blood DNA, and not sequence error. To explore this further, we
consider the two genome strands since we can tell them apart. In
this data set, if a position is captured on one strand in at least
two BAGs (in each with concordance), ∼40% of the time that po-
sition is captured on the opposite strand in at least one BAG.When
the position of a candidate variant can be observed on the comple-
mentary captured strand, the complement of the variant is seen
∼56% of the time. Thus, the candidate is most likely a somatic var-
iant between the fibroblast and blood DNA, not sequencing error.
Thus, one may make discovery of somatic mutation from single-
cell genome data obtained using our current protocol.
Measuring cross-contamination
BAGs are semiclosed systems. They are porous and accessible by
diffusion, but the trapped contents of the cell, once covalently
linked to the polyacrylamide skeleton, will not leak out. Were
this otherwise, wewould not obtain the distinct copy number pro-
files that we see in mixed cell populations. However, we can now
make this a quantitatively precise conclusion. To examine just
how little cross-contamination does occur, we used SNV analysis
from the four genome mixing experiments (illustrated in Fig.
2A), but looking only at the two genomes for which we had com-
plete genome sequence data, SK-BR-3 and SKN1. We considered
only “mutually distinct” variants and used the error-correction
rules just described. Thenwe looked for consensus reads of distinct
variants found in one ormore BAGs thatmatch thewrong genome
(Supplemental Table S3). It is evident that there are very few dis-
tinct variants from the SK-BR-3 genome that are seen as consensus
reads in SKN1 BAGs (110 out of 29,360 observed variant posi-
tions), and the reverse (261 from SKN1 out of 125,468 seen in
SK-BR-3 BAGs). The average minority SNV ratio is 0.2% for SK-
BR-3 nuclei and 0.4% for SKN1 nuclei (Fig. 4B), and the minority
SNV ratios (0.2% to 0.4%) agree with the ploidy of SKN1 (diploid)
versus SK-BR-3 (tetraploid).
Single-cell mRNA BAG libraries
BAG technology is flexible and can also be used for single-cell
mRNA analysis using a 5′-Acrydite primer containing a 5′ PCR
primer 1 (UP1) with a poly(T) tail (see Fig. 1). After capture and
pooling, we split BAGs into a 96-well plate and used a reverse tran-
scriptase with terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) func-
tion to add to the cDNA a varietal tag, first BAG barcode, and a
common adapter sequence. We pooled BAGs again and split into
another 96-well plate, where the second round of BAG barcodes
withPrimer 2 (UP2)washybridized tomoleculeswith the common
adapter, and amplified by PCR (seeMethods; Fig. 1; for details, Sup-
plemental Methods). Following amplification, we fragmented the
cDNA amplification product using the Nextera XT kit. After final
amplification using the Nextera primer and P5-UP2 primer,
“Read 1” corresponds to the 5′ end of the captured nucleic acid,
the varietal tag, and the BAG barcodes and is used for deconvolu-
tion and counting of templates. “Read 2” is used for mapping to
the genome.
To show themethod works for RNA, we executed an assay on
mixed cell populations of SKN1 and SK-BR-3 cells. FromRead 2, we
found that 70% of the bases were mapped to the exons (40% cod-
ing and 30% UTR), 17% were mapped to the introns, and 13%
were mapped to the intergenic regions. These figures are similar
to those we obtain using bulk RNA sequencing data. We used
the cell-specific SNVs found in exons from these two cell sources
to identify the captured cell, shown in Figure 5A. From 235 cells
(Supplemental Fig. S2B), 233 (>99%) had a clear major source for
its SNVs. We observe little to no cross-contamination judged by
the SNV analysis. From these 233 BAGs, the median minority
SNV ratio is 0.5%whether theminority source is SK-BR-3 or SKN1.
Two of the BAG barcodes appear to be associated with two
cells. We expect this is the result of “barcode collision.” The
split-and-pool method does not guarantee that each BAG receives
a unique barcode. The collision rate is driven by the number of
BAGs and the number of possible barcodes. If there were 96×96
∼104 possible barcodes and if we picked barcodes at random 235
times, we expect the 2.9 barcodes to be picked twice, producing
a collision. Collisions can be reduced by increasing the number
of possible barcodes, as we will discuss.
The reads were then collapsed by their varietal tags to count
how many uniquely tagged templates and genes were captured
in each BAG. The median number of genes captured from 152 sin-
gle SKN1 cells and 81 single SK-BR-3 cells was 6560 and 6542, re-
spectively (Fig. 5B), and the median number of uniquely tagged
templates captured from single SKN1 cells and SK-BR-3 cells was
37,429 and 51,128, respectively (Fig. 5C). These numbers compare
favorably to what we obtained from previously used or commer-
cially available methods.
The average number of reads per uniquely tagged template
(RPT) was 5.9 for SK-BR-3 and 6.1 for SKN1. To estimate whether
we have sequenced to saturation, we downsampled the reads
and recomputed the unique templates and genes detected from
these reads. From the shape of the downsampling curves (see
Supplemental Fig. S6), more new templates would be observed
by deeper sequencing of the libraries.
To study the consistency of gene expression between single
cells of the same type, we performed PCA analysis after normaliz-
ing and centering the expression matrix. The first principal com-
ponent (PC1) dominates and clearly separates SKN1 cells from
SK-BR-3 cells (Fig. 5D). Two SKN1 and SK-BR-3 bulk RNA expres-
sion profiles from the conventional RNA sequencing method fit
well among the single-cell RNA (scRNA) expression profiles (Fig.
5D). We calculated the correlation coefficients between gene ex-
pression and PC1 and plotted a heatmap composed of the top 20
positively correlated genes and the top 20 negatively correlated
genes (Fig. 5E). Among the genes most correlated with PC1 in
the fibroblast cells are collagen genes, and in the epithelial cancer
cell line, SK-BR-3, are the keratin 8 (KRT8), ERBB2, and ERBB2 sig-
naling pathway genes.
To show scalability, we implemented three cycles of split-
and-pool by adding a denaturation–hybridization–extension step
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after the first split-and-pool (see Supplemental Method S2). This
generates around 1 million (96×96×96) different BAG barcodes.
We showed performance in a mixture of SKN1 and SK-BR-3 cells
surveying a total of approximately 3000 cells (Supplemental Fig.
S2C). After counting cell line–specific SNPs and removing BAGs
with fewer than 5000 unique tags, we identified 1663 BAGs as
SKN1 cells and 1193 BAGs as SK-BR-3 cells. We identified 19
BAGs as having mixed identity, showing SNP ratios between
15% and 85% (Fig. 5F). The observed barcode collision rate is
0.66%. The SKN1 and SK-BR-3 populations are easily separable
in the first component of PCA analysis (Fig. 5G).
One key advantage of BAG-seq is its high cell-capture efficien-
cy,making it an ideal technique for studying a rare cell population.
To show this important feature and also to show its performance
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Figure 5. Single-cell RNA (scRNA) BAG showing high yield, low contamination, and consistent expression profiles. (A–E) A two-cycle split-pool exper-
iment including 235 cells. (F,G) A three-cycle split-pool experiment including 2875 cells. (A) Scatter plot showing the number of SKN1-specific and SK-
BR-3–specific SNVs found in exons for each cell. BAGs with majority SKN1 or SK-BR-3 SNVs are colored blue or green. Two (0.85% of total) BAGs without
clear majority SNVs are labeled as red. (B) Boxplot showing the number of genes detected per cell. (C) Boxplot showing the number of unique templates
captured per cell. (D) Scatter plot of PC1 versus PC2. The scRNA BAGs are colored by their majority SNVs defined in A. Two bulk RNA data sets for SKN1 and
SK-BR-3 clusters with their respective single-cell data. The contribution of PC1 ismore than eight times that of PC2 (25.2%/3.0%). (E) Heatmap based on 40
(20+, 20−) genes with themost positive and negative correlations to PC1. (F ) Scatter plot showing the number of SKN1-specific and SK-BR-3–specific SNVs
found in exons for each cell in the three-cycle split-pool experiments. Nineteen (0.66% of total) cells without clear majority SNVs are labeled as red. (G) PC1
versus PC2 from the 2875 cells in the three-cycle split-pool experiment illustrated in F.
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on complex cell populations, we performed single-nuclei RNA
BAG-seq on a specific region of mouse brain. In this experiment,
we collected a subset of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
(BNST) called the principal nucleus (BNSTp) from five male mice
and five female mice and pooled the nuclei from male or female
mice, respectively. The area is sexually dimorphic in both mice
and humans, with ∼45% more neurons present in the BNSTp of
male mice compared with females (Allen and Gorski 1990;
Forger et al. 2004; Sokolowski and Corbin 2012; Welch et al.
2019). We studied 540 male mouse nuclei and 320 female mouse
nuclei in this experiment. After clustering, we obtained eight cell
populations (Fig. 6A–C). By comparing the number of nuclei be-
tween sexes in each cluster, we identified that in one of the eight
clusters, the number of nuclei from males is significantly larger
than that from females (Supplemental Table S4). We identified
several marker genes that distinguish between each cluster and
showed that this method distinguishes between neuronal and
nonneuronal cells and between excitatory and inhibitory neurons
(Fig. 6D).
Discussion
We have continued the evolution of methods for single-cell anal-
ysis. The first methods required isolating single cells into micro-
wells (Navin et al. 2011). This idea was then extended by
robotics (Wang et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2017; Gierahn et al. 2017).
The method also evolved by using droplets in oil to isolate cells
and then transferring the cell contents to beads coencapsulated
with the cells (Klein et al. 2015; Macosko et al. 2015). Other meth-
ods used nuclei or fixed cells as vehicles for combinatorial index-
ing (Cusanovich et al. 2015; Rosenberg et al. 2018). Each of
these methods has drawbacks, in the form of either expensive ma-
chinery, low yield per cell, limitations of Poisson sampling, re-
quirements of nuclei isolation or cell fixation, or costly barcoded
beads and reagents. In our present embodiment, we use aqueous
droplets to isolate the cells, but the cell and its contents are poly-
merized and form the bead itself. By including Acrydite-modified
primers, the nucleic acid sequences of the cell become bound to
the acrylamide matrix. We call these cells in a ball of acrylamide
gel (C-BAGs). Unlike other “cell bead” ideas (Tamminen and
Virta 2015; Andor et al. 2018), in C-BAGs the first copy of nuclei
acids is covalently bound to the gel matrix and individually tagged
by a split-and-pool strategy.
The apparatus is inexpensive, and we estimate the cost per
cell to be $0.50 when performed on the scale of a few hundred
cells, with costs asymptotic to zero on a larger scale, which is a ge-
neral feature for split-and-pool technologies. Unlike other droplet
methods inwhich the barcoded bead ismuch smaller than the size
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Figure 6. Comparison of single-nuclei RNA clusters distinguishing sexes. (A) UMAP clustering of 860 nuclei frombrain BNSTp region, and colored by sex.
(B) Eight clusters in A are distinguished and labeled using different colors. (C) Nuclei are split by sex. There are 540 nuclei frommales and 320 nuclei from
females. (D) Dotplot showing features expression across all clusters. The size of the dot indicates the percentage of cells within a cluster, and the brightness
of color indicates the expression level in a cluster.
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of a droplet, in our method, the capture bead becomes the size of
the droplet so, in theory, capture should bemore efficient. The nu-
cleic acid capture reagents that fix the cell contents to the BAG
skeleton can be custom designed. The BAG that forms is perme-
able, and its contents can then be processed easily and cheaply
in an aqueous environment. We exploit this feature to generate
BAG barcodes, subsequent to their formation, by split-and-pool
synthesis, obviating the need for expensive reagents or kits.Weob-
serve virtually no cross-contamination between BAGs.We do have
occasional barcode collisions, as expected. These can be mini-
mized by increasing the number of barcodes as we showed in the
Results.
We have illustrated the BAG-seq method for single-cell DNA.
For this purpose, we used a non-self-annealing TG primer to trap
the cell DNA. The sequence distribution is sufficiently uniform
(Supplemental Fig. S1B), and we use varietal tags for accurate
counting of the initial templates, so that with empirical bin nor-
malization we obtain a genome copy number resolution equiva-
lent to our best previous manual methods. There is virtually no
cross-contamination between BAGs. Sequence error can be re-
duced with template varietal tags and the template concordance
method so that single-cell variant calling is feasible.
With minor modifications of the capture primer and the bar-
coding method, the C-BAGs capture RNA and can produce scRNA
libraries. At our sequence depth, about 250 cells per lane of
Illumina NextSeq for the two-cycle SKN1-SB-BR-3 mixing BAG-
seq experiment, we capture about 50,000 unique templates per
cell and on the order of 6500 expressed genes per cell. Deeper se-
quencing would yield higher numbers (Supplemental Fig. S6). By
integrating over all BAGs, we obtain the full spectrum of genes
found by bulk sequencing. We observe little to no cross-contami-
nation, as judged by SNV analysis. For comparison to other scRNA
technologies, we performed a scRNA BAG-seq using HEK293 cells
(Supplemental Fig. S7). We show that the BAG-seq method ex-
ceeds the number of genes and unique templates captured per
cell and has fewer barcode collisions compared with other high-
throughput methods (Supplemental Text). Many other variations
in methods for RNA trapping, extension, and barcoding might be
tested in the future such as encapsulating beads in BAGs. The pre-
sentmethod should keep pacewith or exceed future developments
in commercially available methods and at lower costs.
The protocol makes efficient use of sample cells since it does
not depend on two simultaneous Poisson events: one sampling
cells; the other, beads. Thus, we can examine a few hundred cells,
which is important if the sample is scarce and precious. By the
same token, running devices in parallel could generate millions
of C-BAGs and, after split-and-pool tagging, still achieve a one-
to-one correspondence between tag and cell.
As this last example illustrates, BAG technology is very flexi-
ble. Although we have presented two applications, many other
possible uses of BAGs merit development. For some of these, alter-
native ways of linking the cell nucleic acids, or proteins, to the gel
matrix will need to be developed. In principle, BAGs could capture
both DNA and RNA for making dual libraries from single cells.
Capturing RNA and/or protein, followed by reaction with fluores-
cent probes, could enable enrichment for BAGs containing the
content of rare subtypes of cells, for example, by fluorescence-acti-
vated cell sorting (FACS). In principle, the BAGs are reusable, and
one can select BAGs for deeper analysis as desired. It should be pos-
sible to freeze and store themuntil one is ready for sequencing.We
might be able to reencapsulate BAGs into oil if further biochemical
steps required reisolation.
Methods
Samples
In the experiments, we used a normal skin fibroblast cell strain
(SKN1) and three breast tumor cell lines (SK-BR-3, BT-20, and
MCF-7). Clinical specimens were as previously cited (Alexander
et al. 2018). In particular, a tissue biopsy was obtained from a pa-
tient (COR003.GS9.2) undergoing radical prostatectomy (RP) at
New York–Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center. The
Gleason score (GS) at RP was GS9 (4+5). One-millimeter-diameter
cores of frozen tissue were placed into a sterile tube and main-
tained on dry ice to transfer to Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
(CSHL) for further processing. Clinical and pathological data
were collected and maintained in a database curated by the Weill
Cornell Medical College Center’s Prostate Cancer Biobank. Also,
tissue biopsies were obtained from a patient (NYU005) undergoing
prostate biopsy at the Smilow Comprehensive Prostate Cancer
Center (SCPCC) at NYU LangoneMedical Center. This patient un-
derwent a systematic transrectal ultrasound prostate biopsy (TRUS-
Bx) and an MRI-TRUS fusion-targeted biopsy (TBx). Individual
cores of prostate tissue were placed in site-separated vials filled
with 5 mL of sterile wash buffer (1× PBS containing 0.5% BSA
[Thermo Fisher Scientific B14] and 2mMEDTA) and gently invert-
ed several times for 60 sec to enhance exfoliation of prostate cells.
After inversion, prostate cores were removed from the wash solu-
tion using disposable single-use sterile forceps and transferred to
site-separated containers with formalin fixative for histological
processing and pathological evaluation. The biopsy GS for
NYU005 was GS7 (3 +4). The presence of perineural invasion
(PNI) was noted in the final diagnostic pathology report. Prostate
biopsy washings were kept on wet ice for 1–2 h during transfer
to CSHL, where the cell suspensions were briefly centrifuged to
pellet the cells and lysed using NST-DAPI buffer as described in
the previous study (Navin et al. 2011). This patient underwent a
RP in which the GS7 at biopsy was downgraded to GS6 at RP.
Mouse experiments were performed under the guidelines
of the CSHL Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC). Esr1cre (Lee et al. 2014) and ROSA26CAG-Sun1/sfGFP
(INTACT) (Mo et al. 2015) mice were obtained from the Jackson
Laboratory and crossed to generate Esr1cre; INTACT animals.
Isolating nuclei
Nuclei were prepared from four sources. First, nuclei from cell lines
were isolated using nuclei EZ Lysis buffer from a nuclei EZ prep kit
(Sigma-Aldrich NUC101). Second, nuclei from frozen tissue were
isolated using the protocol described by Habib et al. (2017). The
nucleiwere stored in ice-cold PBS-BSA (0.05%) buffer. Third, nuclei
from biopsy washings were isolated using NST-DAPI buffer. Nuclei
from prostate biopsy washes were prepared by gently centrifuging
washings at 1000 rpm for 5 min to pellet the exfoliated cells fol-
lowed by removal of supernatant and addition of 1.0 mL of NST-
DAPI buffer to the cell pellet. All nuclei suspensions were filtered
through a 35-µm cell strainer before flow sorting. Single nuclei re-
gardless of ploidy were sorted into an Eppendorf tube using a BD
Biosystems SORP flow cytometer. Fourth, nuclei were isolated
from the mouse BNSTp as described previously (Mo et al. 2015)
with minor modifications. BNSTp tissue was microdissected from
500-mm brain sections after rapid decapitation of anesthetized
animals. Tissue was pooled from five P14 male and female
animals heterozygous for the Esr1cre and INTACT alleles. The
tissue was dounce homogenized 15× with a loose pestle in a glass
homogenizer containing homogenization medium (250 mM
sucrose, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tricine-KOH, 1 mM
DTT, 0.15 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine, 1× EDTA-free
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protease inhibitor cocktail [Roche], 0.2 U/μL RNaseOUT [Thermo
Fisher Scientific], adjusted to pH 7.8). We added 0.3% IGEPAL
CA-630, and the tissue was further dounced 5× with a tight pestle.
The homogenate was then filtered through a 40-µm strainer and
mixed 1:1 with 50%OptiPrep solution (Millipore Sigma), prepared
in dilution buffer (150 mM KCl, 30 mM MgCl2, 120 mM Tricine-
KOH, adjusted to pH 7.8). The homogenate was underlaid with
5 mL of 30% and 40% OptiPrep solution, respectively, and centri-
fuged at 9200 RPM for 18 min at 4°C in an ultracentrifuge using
a Beckman SW-28 swinging bucket rotor. After centrifugation,
∼2 mL of nuclei solution was removed from the 30%–40%
OptiPrep interface by tube puncture using a 3-mL syringe attached
to an 18-gauge needle.
Single-nucleus/cell encapsulation
Nuclei were encapsulated into aqueous droplets using a 70-µm-
channel DroNc-seq device (Nanoshift), and the droplets were
polymerized into BAGs. The droplet formation requires two aque-
ous phases and one oil phase. The oil phase recipe and acrylamide
monomer concentration were adapted from the published proto-
col (Zilionis et al. 2017), but 5% surfactant (Ran Technologies
008-FluoroSurfactant) was used in HFE-7500 oil (Oakwood
Chemical 051243). Aqueous phase 1 is nuclei or cells in PBS-BSA
(0.05%) buffer.
For the single-cell DNA experiments and for the purpose of
forming a BAG, 1 mL of aqueous phase 2 contains 180 µL of
40% AA/bis-acrylamide solution (Sigma-Aldrich A9926), 129 µL
of 40% Acrylamide solution (Sigma-Aldrich A4058), 160 µL of
500 µM Acrydite-random (TG) primer (“/5ACryd//iSp18/TGTGT
TGGGTGTGTTTGGKKKKKKKGKKKKKKKKNN,” Integrated DNA
Technologies), 100 µL of 1M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 µL of 0.5M
EDTA, 10 µL of 20% sarkosyl (Sigma-Aldrich L7414), 20 µL of
Proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich P4850), 20 µL of 0.1M DTT, 60 µL
of freshly made 10% APS, and 271 µL of H2O. The output of the
device was collected into 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes preloaded
with 300 µL mineral light oil. Upon collection, a milky-colored
droplet layer forms between the heavy and light transparent oil
layers in the tube.
The tubes were then incubated overnight at 50°C. After incu-
bation, the bottom heavy oil layer was replaced by a new oil layer
consisting of FC-40 oil (Sigma-Aldrich F9755) with 5% surfactant.
The tubes were then transferred to a heating block preset at 95°C
formelting DNA. After heating for 12min, the tubes were incubat-
ed for 1 h at 55°C and then for another 10 min at room tempera-
ture to allow annealing. The top and bottom layers of oil were
removed, and the BAGs were washed twice using a mixture of
600 µL 6× SSC solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific 15557036) and
150 µL of 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluoro-1-octanol (Sigma-Aldrich
370533). The BAGs were then washed once using 6× SSC solution
and once with 1× NEBuffer 2.
For the scRNA experiments, 1mLof aqueous phase 2 contains
180 µL of 40% AA/bis-acrylamide solution, 129 µL of 40%
Acrylamide solution, 80 µL of 500 µM Acrydite-poly(T) primer
(“/5ACryd//iSp18/AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTNNWNNN
STTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT,” Integrated DNA Tech-
nologies), 70 µL of 1M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 µL of 0.5M
EDTA, 10 µL of 20% sarkosyl (Sigma-Aldrich L7414), 100 µL of
SUPERase•In RNase inhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific
AM2696), 100 µL of 10% NP-40 (Thermo Fisher Scientific
28324), 30 µL of 0.1M DTT, 60 µL of freshly made 10% APS,
and 191 µL of H2O.
The tubes were incubated for 2.5 h at room temperature for
polymerization and then transferred to a heat block for 5 min at
50°C. The tubes were then incubated for another 10 min at room
temperature. The BAGs were collected as previously described for
DNA experiments but were washed using 5× RT buffer instead of
1× NEBuffer 2 in the DNA experiment.
DNA BAG first split-and-pool barcoding
Immediately after the BAGswere collected andwashed, a linear ex-
tension step using DNA polymerase I (NEBM0210) was performed
for 1.5 h at room temperature and then for 30 min at 37°C. That
was followed by a 3′ exonuclease treatment using exonuclease I
(NEB, M0293) to chew up unused single-stranded primers.
The DNA in BAGs were cut using NlaIII (NEB R0125) to generate
a 3′CATG overhang. The BAGs were then distributed into a
96-well plate. In each well, we added dNTP (Sigma-Aldrich
11814362001) and well-specific primers with the following struc-
ture: 5′ adapter 1–BAG barcode 1–varietal tag–CATG. The last two
bases (T andG) are locked nucleic acid (LNA) to improve annealing
to the four-base overhang. We then perform what we call a liga-
tion-extension reaction, in which ligation and extension occur
in the same reaction. To be specific, after the BAGs were first incu-
bated with 1 µL of 100-µM well-specific primers in 1× Quick
Ligation buffer (NEB M2200) in a total volume of 14 µL for 20
min at 4°C with rotation, 0.75 µL of quick ligase (NEB M2200)
and 0.75 µL of Klenow fragment (NEB M0212) in 4.5 µL of 1×
Quick Ligation buffer were added. The plate was incubated for an-
other 20 min at 4°C with rotation and then for 30 min at 10°C to
promote ligation. Following that, the plate was then rotated for 40
min at room temperature and then for another 40 min at 37°C to
allow linear extension. The reaction was stopped by high-EDTA
buffer STOP-25. The beads were then pooled together and washed
by STOP-10 (Supplemental Method S1).
RNA BAG first split-and-pool barcoding
For scRNA experiments, immediately after we collected and
washed the gel balls from oil, we distributed them into 96-well
plates for reverse transcription using Maxima H Minus Reverse
Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific EP0751). During reverse
transcription, each well has a well-specific template-switch-oligo
with the structure: 5′ adapter 1–BAG barcode 1–varietal tag–
rGrGrG. Here “rG” means a ribonucleotide guanine base. The
BAG barcode 1 sequence and varietal tag sequence were copied
to the cDNA by reverse transcriptase. The reaction was stopped
by high-SDS buffer TE-SDS (Supplemental Method S2) and then
pooled and washed by STOP-10 buffer. An exonuclease reaction
was followed to chew up the free primers in the BAGs.
The last split-and-pool barcoding
For both single-cell DNA and RNA experiments, the last round of
BAG barcode was added in the same way. Many strategies can be
used to perform split-and-pool (Cao et al. 2017; Vitak et al. 2017;
Rosenberg et al. 2018; Cao et al. 2019), and additional rounds of
BAG split-barcodes can be added based on the common sequence
from the previous round (Supplemental Method S2). Here we used
PCR to add 96 different BAG barcodes in the last split. In eachwell,
there is a universal PCR primer and a well-specific primer contain-
ing different barcodes. BAGs from the last split-and-pool were
evenly distributed into 96 wells. DNA BAGs were amplified using
NEBNext ultra II Q5mastermix (NEBM0544). RNABAGswere am-
plified using KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (Roche KK2602). The
PCR product was pooled together and purified using AMPure XP
magnetic beads (Bechman Coulter A63881).
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Single-nuclei WGA method
We used single-nuclei DNA data previously generated from a pre-
vious WGA method (Alexander et al. 2018). Briefly, single nuclei
were deposited into individual wells in a 96-well plate and ampli-
fied using GenomePlex WGA4 kit (Sigma-Aldrich WGA4-50RXN)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. WGA DNAwas son-
icated using a Covaris focus acoustics system. The Covaris E210
300± sonication program generated WGA DNA inserts of the de-
sired length, ∼300 bp (range 200–400 bp), for library construction.
Customized well-specific barcodes were ligated to the fragments in
each well. Multiple libraries were combined into pools ranging
from eight to 12 libraries to pools of 96 libraries for 76-bp single-
read sequencing on single lanes of Illumina’s GAIIx and HiSeq
flowcells, respectively. The first 30 bases of each readwere trimmed
to remove any WGA primer sequence.
Bulk RNA sequencing
Total RNA from each cell line was extracted using Direct-zol RNA
MiniPrep plus kit (Zymo Research R2070). mRNA isolation was
performed using a NEBNext Poly(A) mRNA magnetic isolation
module (NEB E7490). Sequencing library was prepared using a
NEBNext ultra II directional RNA library prep kit for Illumina
(NEB E7760).
Estimating cell capture efficiency
First, wemeasured the cell solution volume and cell concentration
using a cell counter. We loaded a one:one ratio of cell solution
(aqueous phase 1) and aqueous phase 2 into the microfluidic de-
vice. After collecting and polymerizing the droplets, we measured
the volume of the recovered aqueous phase containing BAGs, as
well as the total number of BAGs by counting under a stereo-micro-
scope. At this time point, we measured the cell occupancy rate in
BAGs by DAPI staining and counting through a fluorescent micro-
scope. BAGs with a cell in them were much brighter than empty
BAGs in DAPI channel. By using the cell occupancy rate, we esti-
mated the total number of recovered cells in BAGs.
We also measured the number of BAGs by counting under a
stereo-microscope before wemade the cDNA library, and recorded
the number of cells in the final sequencing library with high read
counts. There was little loss of BAGs during the split-and-pool pro-
cedure, and essentially every BAG with a cell yielded a single-cell
library.
Read alignment
For DNA data, Illumina sequence files were preprocessed before
mapping to remove reads that do not conform to expectation, to
retain those that do, and to trim away sequences not needed for
mapping. In particular, read pairs were removed if the CATG
NlaIII cut site sequence was not in base positions 31 to 34 on
Read 2 with a maximum of one mismatched base. Reads 1 and 2
were then both trimmed to remove 3′ bases that matched
Illumina adapter sequence or universal primer sequence. Read
pairs with both ends at least 100 bases after trimming were
retained for mapping. Reads were mapped to the UCSC hg19
reference genome using HISAT2 version 2.1.0 (Kim et al. 2015)
with default parameters except for the following: -3 25, -X 2000,
‐‐no-spliced-alignment. Aligning reads to genome assembly
GRCh38 would not impact our study, as the updates to the ge-
nome assembly are primarily related to population variation and
filling of gaps (Schneider et al. 2017). The identifying sequence
in the DNA protocol is on Read 2. The BAG barcode, base positions
one through six appended to base positions 22 through 26, and
the varietal tag, base positions 27 through 30, were appended
the read ID in the FASTQ file. This allowed read pair identity to
be tracked through subsequent processing.
The first three steps in the RNA data processing pipeline are as
follows: (1) select reads with valid sequence structure on Read 1 to
be included in the analysis, (2) extract identifying BAG barcode
and varietal tag sequences and append these to the read ID in
the FASTQ files, and (3) map reads. The different RNA libraries in
the paper were processed in slightly different ways.
Step 1 (check sequence structure)
For the SKN1, SK-BR-3 2 split-pool library, reads with GGG in
positions 38 through 40 and positions seven through 25 match-
ing the primer sequence, AGTGGAAAAGGAAGGTGGT, up to
two mismatches, were included in further processing. For the
HEK293 and the BNSTp libraries, reads with GGG in positions
38 through 40, allowing up to one mismatch, and positions one
through six and 26 through 31 having valid BAG barcodes were in-
cluded for further processing. For the SKN1, SK-BR-3 3 split-pool
sample, reads with GGG in positions 67 through 69, allowing up
to one mismatch, and positions one through six, 30 through 35,
and 55 through 60 having valid BAG barcodes were included for
further processing.
Step 2 (extract BAG barcode and varietal tag)
For the SKN1, SK-BR-3 2 split-pool, HEK293, and BNSTp libraries,
BAG barcodes are positions one through six and 26 through
31 from Read 1. Varietal tags are positions 32 through 37 and
43 through 48 from Read 1. For the SKN1, SK-BR-3 3 split-pool,
BAG barcodes are positions one through six, 30 through 35, and
55 through 60 from Read 1. Varietal tags are positions 61 through
66 and 72 through 77 from Read 1.
Step 3 (map to reference genome)
For the SKN1, SK-BR-3 2 split-pool, SKN1, SK-BR-3 3 split-pool, and
HEK293 libraries, 76 bases of Read 2 were mapped to the UCSC
hg19 reference genome with UCSC refGene annotations for
known splice sites using HISAT2 version 2.1.0 with default param-
eters. For the BNSTp library, 50 bases of Read 2 weremapped to the
UCSCmm9 reference genomewithUCSC refGene annotations for
known splice sites using HISAT2 version 2.1.0 with default param-
eters. The updates in GRCm38 (mm10) from mm9 mainly filled
gaps and finished the sequence of repetitive genomic regions, so
the genic sequence inmm9 is sufficiently complete for the analysis
presented here.
Copy number analysis
For the purpose of copy number analysis, the genome was divided
into either 5000 or 20,000 bins. The bin boundaries were deter-
mined empirically from the data to generate a uniform distribu-
tion for the number of tags mapping to each bin assuming a
constant copy number (Supplemental Fig. S1B). For this purpose,
all the reads from the good SKN1 single-cell libraries were used.
Bincount data for all BAG barcodes with at least 100,000
unique tags, based on varietal tag andmapping location, were nor-
malized by first computing log(bincount +1)/mean(bincount+1)
and then further normalized for GC content by lowess normaliza-
tion in R programming language (R Core Team 2018) with
parameter f=0.05. The normalized bincount vectors were then
segmented using DNAcopy version 1.50.5 (Olshen et al. 2004).
DNAcopy parameters used were alpha=0.02, nperm=1000,
undo.SD=0.5, and min.width=3. Copy number heatmaps
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were made using the heatmap function in R using the segmented
bin values. The distance function used was “manhattan,” and
the hierarchical clustering agglomeration method used was
“ward.D2.”
Individual genome plots were made after estimating ploidy.
After normalization, the segmentation vectors have a mean value
of one. Ploidy was estimated by multiplying these vectors by 1.5,
1.55, 1.6, …, 4.5 and using the multiplier that minimizes the
sum of square error from the multiplied vector to the multiplied
vector rounded to nearest integers. This multiplier is the ploidy es-
timate. The segmentation vector is multiplied by the ploidy esti-
mate to get a segmentation that has as much as possible of the
genome on segments close to integer values. For SKN1, the frozen
tumor sample, and the biopsy washes, these segmentation values
are the y-axis values on the genome plots. For the cell line samples
in the four-nuclei mixing library, there are copy number values
ranging from zero to almost 100. To visualize these values more
clearly, the y-axis values are log(y+1) with horizontal lines corre-
sponding to copy numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 20, 50, and 80 displayed.
Base calling error rate analysis
To assess the sequence error in libraries made by the BAGmethod,
we used assays based on SKN1. This is a cell strain for which we
have the whole-genome sequence (WGS) of the donor from his
blood DNA. Illumina sequence data from the donor were mapped
to the reference genome using Bowtie 2 version 2.3.2-legacy
(Langmead and Salzberg 2012) with indel realignment using
GATK version 1.6-13 (McKenna et al. 2010).Mapped reads were se-
lected for error rate analysis provided they had a read mapping
quality at least 30, bases called with a base quality at least 30, ge-
nome positions with a read depth of at least 20, and no SNPs or
indels called in this region. This resulted in 1.25 Gb (1.25 billion
bases) used for this analysis. At these 1.25 Gb, the BAG data were
evaluated for mismatches to the reference genome, as follows.
We first determined “template read sets” as the set of reads sharing
identical BAG barcode, varietal tags, and map position. We called
positions from template read sets of at least twomembers and then
only if at least 80% of reads agreed.Most of the nonconsensus base
positions had exactly two reads, one of which did not match the
reference genome.
Cell source–specific SNVs
Cell-specific SNVs were called as follows. Illumina WGS data for
the cell sources SKN1 and SK-BR-3 were mapped using Bowtie 2
version 2.3.2-legacy. Variants are called using reads with mapping
quality of at least 30 where a nonreference base (with base quality
at least 20) is seen at least three times and in at least 5% of reads
covering this position. A variant is considered to be specific to
one cell line if the variant is not seen in the other cell line where
there are at least 12 reads of mapping quality at least 30 and requir-
ing a base quality at least 20. There were 617,608 SNVs specific to
SK-BR-3 and 561,443 specific to SKN1. BAG data were evaluated at
these SNV sites after removing six SNV sites prone to anomalous
mapping artifacts. These positions were Chr 1: 569874, Chr 6:
58777419, Chr 6: 58778584, Chr 6: 58779097, Chr 7: 61969087,
and Chr 10: 42385520.
Gene expression analysis
For bulk RNAanalysis, reads thatmapped completelywithin exons
for a transcript in UCSC refGene annotations were counted and as-
signed to that transcript. Values at reads per kilobase per million
reads (RPKM) were then computed for all transcripts. To get
RPKM values for a gene with multiple transcripts, the transcript
with the highest RPKM value was used.
For single-cell analysis, reads that mapped with ≥50% of the
read length within exons for a transcript in UCSC refGene annota-
tions were counted for that transcript’s gene.
RNA principal component analysis and clustering
For the SKN1, SK-BR-3 experiments, expression level values were
first normalized by the mean for each sample, and then the log
of the expression level +1was centered for each gene using the cen-
ter function in R with the scale parameter = F. The principal com-
ponents were computed using the “prcomp” function in R with
parameters center =T and scale =T. The coefficients of the first
two principal components were plotted in a scatter plot with
points colored according to their cell type as assessed by SNV anal-
ysis. The genes selected for the heatmapwere the 40 geneswith the
most extreme correlations (20most positive and 20most negative)
to the loadings on principal component 1. The data were clustered
by sample and displayed using the R heatmap function with clus-
tering parameters, distance function “Euclidean,” and hierarchical
clustering agglomeration method “complete.”
For the mouse BNSTp experiment, we used R package Seurat
v3 (Stuart et al. 2019) and UMAP clustering method (McInnes
et al. 2018) to cluster digital expression data for the 860 nuclei.
We used the default parameters for the Seurat package and used
the first 30 PCA components for the UMAP function.
All aspects of the research were performed with Institutional
Review Board approval.
Data access
The raw sequencing reads from the cell lines in this study
have been submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA;
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) under accession number
PRJNA566441.
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